In transonic channel or inlet flow, large-amplitude motions of a shock wave can be caused by small-amplitude oscillations of the walls or the back pressure. Previous work, which included only the latter effect, has been extended, and both types of impressed disturbances are considered here. Asymptotic solutions are obtained for the velocity and pressure distributions throughout a two-dimensional channel, with emphasis on flows which accelerate through sonic speed at the channel throat and with special attention given to small regions near the channel entrance and throat and near the shock wave. Solutions for the shock-wave velocity are derived, and for sufficiently strong disturbances it is shown how the shock wave moves rapidly upstream through the subsonic flow ahead of the throat. The details of the problem formulation and solution depend on the relative orders of magnitude of the nondimensional amplitude and frequency of the impressed oscillations; one case is considered in detail, and two others are discussed more briefly. Numerical results are shown for illustrative examples.
Introduction

U
NSTEADY two-dimensional transonic channel flows have been studied in various limiting cases 1 "
5 when perturbations are caused by small prescribed time-dependent pressure disturbances at some location downstream of a channel throat. In Refs. 1 and 2, for symmetric and asymmetric channels, respectively, the amplitude and frequency of the pressure disturbances were such that a shock wave located downstream of the throat experienced only small-amplitude oscillations. In subsequent work, 3 ' 4 large-amplitude shockwave motion caused by a somewhat slower pressure variation was examined; numerical results showed two possible configurations for the integral curves representing the motion, each of which included the possibility of the shock wave moving upstream through the throat and reappearing at a later time. Still another case 5 of large-amplitude shock-wave motion arises if the amplitude, rather than the period, of the pressure disturbances is increased. The solutions for these various channel flows are also applicable to two-dimensional transonic flow between the blades of a cascade, as shown for steady flow in Ref. 6 . Similar types of flow occur if the unsteadiness is caused by motion of the channel walls. This paper, a shortened version of Ref. 7 , describes the motions caused by a combination of the two types of disturbances; several minor errors in Ref. 7 have been corrected, and the notation has been changed slightly. The solutions of Ref. 3 are extended here to show both the similarities and the differences in the flow perturbations resulting from wall oscillations and oscillations in back pressure. Extensions of the other two cases mentioned above, 1 ' 2 ' 5 corresponding to somewhat higher frequencies, are discussed more briefly. For all cases, since changes in crosssectional area are assumed small, in most of the channel the first approximation describes a one-dimensional flow, and higher approximations then can be derived rather easily. This perturbation scheme fails, however, in thin regions near the throat, just downstream of the shock wave, and at the channel entrance and exit. In these regions the flow is twodimensional in a first approximation, but simplifications occur because only the local geometry is important, and again analytical solutions can be obtained. These are "inner" solutions which are matched asymptotically with the channel solution, or with a solution for the flow outside the channel. The extensions of the earlier solutions given here include detailed descriptions of the entrance and throat regions of a channel or an inlet. The solution in the entrance region is obtained by a procedure similar to that used in Ref. 6 . The region near the shock wave is discussed in Refs. 1 and 8. Solutions for the shock-wave motion are also obtained when the shock wave is downstream of, close to, or upstream of the throat, and numerical examples are shown.
Since both means of introducing flow disturbances, through wall oscillations or oscillations in downstream pressure, are retained here, the solutions may have applications to the flow in inlets, to the flow between compressor blades in turbojet engines, or to the diffusers of ramjet engines, as long as the flow is transonic. Wall oscillations may be associated either with blade flutter or with the displacement effect of an unsteady turbulent boundary layer or separation bubble. Oscillations in downstream pressure may be caused by combustion instabilities, oscillating blade wakes, etc., downstream of the channel in question. The possibility of flutter has been discussed, e.g., in Ref. 9 . Interactions between a core flow and regions of unsteady separated flow have been studied experimentally (e.g., Refs 10 and 11) and self-induced oscillations have been observed. Analytical studies 12 ' 13 have coupled the solutions of Refs. 8 and 3 with boundary-layer solutions; a solution describing interaction of the boundary layer and the shock wave was included in Ref. 13 . A recent numerical study 14 has had some success in predicting self-sustained oscillations with large regions of separated flow. Finally, in a ramjet engine, combustion instabilities might propagate upstream and cause oscillations in pressure 15 and thus in the position of the shock wave; in some cases diffuser "buzz" could result. and normal to the direction of the undisturbed flow, with the origin on the centerline at the location of the minimum crosssectional area. The duct extends from x=x 0 <0 to x=x } >0; leading and trailing edges are shown as cusped, but might instead be wedge-shaped or rounded. The time t has been made nondimensional with a characteristic time, say, w~7, of the impressed oscillations; for simple harmonic oscillations, co is the angular frequency. A nondimensional characteristic time is r=(coL/a*)~7, where a* is the critical sound speed. In the cases studied here, r~7<^l; i.e., the reduced frequency uL/a* is small.
The inner surfaces of the upper and lower walls are defined by
where e 2 < 1 and a < 1 . Thus e 2 is a small parameter which measures the wall (or blade) thickness ratio or the ratio of the duct half-width to a typical wall radius of curvature, and a is proportional to the nondimensional amplitude of the wall oscillations. For rigid walls the functions G u and G? would describe combined pitching and plunging motions with arbitrary phase relationships.
Velocity components u and v, nondimensional with a* , are in the x and y directions, respectively. The Mach number and the nondimensional velocity in the undisturbed flow are M w and Wo,, respectively; each has a value slightly smaller than one. The discussion of shock-wave oscillations downstream of the throat, however, also remains correct if M x and u x are slightly larger than one. The pressure p, density p, temperature r, and sound speed a have been made nondimensional with the corresponding critical values in the undisturbed flow. A perfect gas is assumed, with a constant ratio of specific heats 7.
Four small parameters now have been introduced: e, a, r~7, and 1 -Mi, (or 1 -M^, or 1 -u^). Asymptotic solutions are sought as these parameters tend to zero. The nature of the solution obtained, and thus the nature of the flowfield described, depends on the relative sizes of the parameters as the limit is taken. In all cases to be considered, the choice 1 -M 2^ = 0(e) is made; velocity perturbations are then found to be the same order as 1 -««, . The minimum Mach number for choking can be expressed by a series expansion in e. In order that this flow condition may be included as one possible example, u x and M^ are expanded as a power series in e. The appropriate forms are (2) where K~ -(y+l)u joo since M <x =u <x> /a <x and the nondimensional undisturbed sound speed a^ is found from tfi/(7-1) + '/2«i = '/2(7 + 1)7(7-1). Three possibilities for a and r~7 are considered; in each case, downstream pressure fluctuations Ap are also introduced, with the same characteristic time as that for the wall oscillations, and with amplitude such that the effects are of the same order as the effects of the wall oscillations. The three cases are: 2) 3)
The steady-state downstream pressure at x=x t is assumed to lie in the range for which the flow is choked and a shock wave is present at some location downstream of the throat. Since a weak pressure disturbance travels upstream at a speed \u -a\ '= G(e), the effects of a downstream disturbance can be considered to reach the shock wave instantaneously if r~7 = 0(e 2 ), but will be delayed by a time comparable with the characteristic time of the disturbance if r~7 = 0(e). In the first and third cases mentioned, the shock wave displacement is found to be Ax s = 0(1), whereas in the second case Ax s = 0(e). The first case is discussed in detail, and the others are sketched more briefly.
In all cases the shock wave is weak and nearly normal, so that the vorticity in the flow downstream of the shock wave is extremely small. To the order of magnitude considered here, a velocity potential exists, defined by q -ui+ vj = t+ V0, or (3) For irrotational isentropic flow, the integral of the momentum equation is Since a 2 = 1 + !/z (7 -l)(l tial equation (5) becomes
All omitted terms are of higher order than terms retained in the following derivations, as can be verified afterward. The rates of change of //andp/p 7 along particle paths are
The equation of state is p = pTand the sound speed is found from a 2 = T. The shock-wave shape can be expressed in the form S(x,y,t)=0=x-x s (y,t) (8) A point which moves with velocity c and remains on the shock wave is described by Dt ' VS (9) at 5 = 0. The normal component c n and the normal component q n of the gas velocity at the shock wave are The boundary condition specifying zero flow through the walls is dt (13) where u w and v w are the values of u and v at y=y w , and the subscript refers to either the upper or the lower wall.
Solutions for "Slow" Oscillations
In the first case to be considered, the small parameters are specified by r~!=ke 2 and ot = e 3 \ then k is defined by k=e~2(o>L/a*). For example, a simple harmonic rigid pitching motion with symmetric wall deflections would be described by setting
it , where j3 0 = const and the pitch axis is at x=x c . While these oscillations might be called "slow," because the reduced frequency T~! -^L/a* is a small number, the frequency /= a*T~1/(2irL) may still seem large when measured in Hz. For example, if a* = 330 m/s, L = 0.03 m, and T~! =0.04, then/= 70 Hz.
Channel-Flow Solutions
For most of the channel, the potential can be expanded in the form Similar expansions can be written for u-1 and t>, with Uj =<t> Jx , v } =0/j,, etc. Retaining the largest terms in Eqs. (6) and (13) 
where ,/= 1 /2(/ I/ +/ f ); the upper and lower signs refer to supersonic and subsonic flow, respectively. If the flow everywhere in the duct were subsonic, the integration constant Cj would be determined by conditions at the exit, whereas c } would be determined by entrance conditions if the entrance flow were supersonic. In the present case a subsonic flow is accelerated to sonic speed at the throat x = 0, and c } is chosen so that <t> ]x = 0 at x= 0. Thus <t>i is a function only of x.
The solution for </> 2 has the form
where g= l /2(f f ' -/"). Equation (16b) can be integrated once to give <t> 3y , and substitution in Eq. (17b) leads to a differential equation for H 2x which is easily integrated to give (20) where G= !/2(G w + G f ) and now <t> ]x = d<l> ] /dx. It will be seen below, from the shock-wave relations, that c 2 (t) is discontinuous at the shock wave. For choked flow, the upstream value c 2u (t) is found from the requirement that (t> 2x be finite at x=0:
The downstream value c 2d (t) can be determined from a prescribed pressure variation at the exit x=x t . Using p«p 7 , p = pT, and a 2 = r, one finds using Eq. (5) that (22) (23)
and specification of p 2 as a function of t at x=Xj determines c 2d (t) . The function of time appearing in Eq. (23) can be rewritten in the form
where c 2 s j is the steady-state value 8 of c 2d (t) which determines the steady-state shock-wave position, and G d (t) is proportional to the fluctuating term in the downstream pressure. Then c 2d (t) is defined by Eq. (24).
It follows that </> 7 = 4>j(x,t). The next terms in Eq. (6) then give
</>2yy=(y+l)<t>lx<t>lxx(16a)
Entrance Solution
At the entrance of the channel or inlet, the nonuniform velocity found from Eq. (14) cannot be matched directly with the uniform upstream velocity, Eq. (2). Thus there is a need for an "entrance" or "leading-edge" solution, as was demonstrated in Ref. 6 for steady transonic flow through a cascade. In a thin vertical region containing the leading edges, the solution can contain enough information to describe the needed flow adjustment only if the terms (7 + I)(t> x 4> xx and <t> yy are of the same order of magnitude there. If the upstream Mach number M^ is assumed to be only slightly above the minimum value for choked flow, the term of order e in the velocity remains constant near the entrance. The values u lao and <t>i x (x 0 ) are then the same. Since/(jc 0 ) = 0,
For simplicity, the duct walls are assumed to have straight exterior surfaces, as in Fig. 1 . If the leading edges are cusped, again as in Fig. 1 , ^2 y = 0(x-x 0 ) as x-+x 0 . It follows from these considerations that 0 can be expanded in the form
Retaining the largest terms in Eq. (6) gives Laplace's equation
For simplicity the wall shapes are taken to be symmetric near the edges, so that fj(
The boundary conditions at the interior walls, for 0<jc< oo, are then and along the exterior surfaces <j> 2y (x, ±1,0 = 0 for 0<x< oo. The leading-edge solution [Eq.
(26)] must match asymptotically with the channel solution [Eq. (14)]; that is, the expansion of Eq. (26) as x-oo is required to agree term by term with the expansion of Eq. (14) as x^x 0 . Finally, as x 2 +y 2 -+&> outside the duct, the velocity perturbations must approach zero.
The solution for 0 2 can t> e found with the help of a conformal transformation from the complex z plane, where z = x+iy, to a complex f plane:
The flow is thereby mapped onto the upper half of the f plane. The leading edges z= ±i are mapped onto the points f= i 1; near these points £T/~(2/7r)(fT I) 2 . As Z-+QO inside the duct, f->0 and z~ -27r~7&if+/ -7r~7; as f-oo outside the duct, f-> oo and z~ K~l f 2 . Differentiation with respect to x leads to a simpler boundary-value problem, since <j> 2xy IS constant along the walls. Solving this problem for the complex velocity in the f plane and then integrating, using dz/df=27r~7(f -f~7) and adding a source term at the origin f=0 to allow matching with the channel solution, one finds the complex velocity
The matching condition as x-oo, with -1 <y<\, is found to give
Here w /00 , u 2oo , and G(x 0 ,t) are considered to be given quantities, and c 2u (t) is obtained from Eq. (21).
At the edges z -± /, the entrance solution for the velocity has the inverse square root singularity associated with flow around a sharp edge. A positive or negative value of m 2 (t) + Tr~2f"(Xo) in Eq. (30) would imply a local outflow or inflow, respectively, around the edges. Since f"(x 0 )>0, an outflow around the edges remains even if the source strength m 2 (t) is zero. Expansion of the solution [Eq. (30)] as f-• oo and argf^Tr shows that the flow ahead of the duct then anticipates the area decrease and accelerates slightly before reaching the duct. Thus a slight contraction of streamtube area occurs ahead of the duct, and the small excess mass flow spills outward around the edges, so that a stagnation point occurs on the inner surface of the wall slightly downstream of the edge.
As £-> oo outside the duct, the largest term in Eq. (30) I/2 y = Oi details are not of special interest here. A local trailing-edge solution also may be necessary. Some types of exit geometry, however, do not require a local flow adjustment at the exit, so that the channel solution remains correct there, as assumed in Eq. (23). For example, the duct might have zero slope and curvature at trailing edges which are joined to fixed parallel walls downstream; or the flow might exhaust into a plenum at x=X], again with / M // (x 1 )=//'(^/) = 0 and with the flow leaving the edges smoothly, i.e., with the wall streamlines having continuous curvature.
Flow Details near the Throat
Since the flow accelerates through sonic speed, one might expect that a nonlinear differential equation would be required to describe a mixed flow in the first approximation for some thin region containing the throat. The boundary condition [Eq.
(13)] gives 4> y = 0(e 2 x) near the throat if If the terms <i> yy and (7 + in the differential equation (6) are both of the same order of magnitude, it follows for y = 0(l) that x=0(e), <t> x = Q(e 2 ), and ct) y = 0(e 3 ). The potential then can be expanded in the form
The largest terms in Eqs. (6) and (13) give
where
(3D If the channel-flow solutions for <j> lx and <t> 2x are evaluated as x-»0, it can be seen that matching with a solution <t> x = 0(e 2 ) is possible only if c l and c 2u are given by Eqs. (18) and (21). That is, if these conditions were not met, the velocity would not become so close to the sound speed that a nonlinear flow description is required. In the case considered here, the flow accelerates from subsonic to supersonic speed, and a rather simple generalization of the steady-flow polynomial solution (e.g., Ref.
The velocity components can easily be written in the original variables. The sonic line is given by
The first term is the value of x at which the instantaneous channel width is a minimum and the remaining terms represent the steady-state sonic-line shape. That is, for the particular limiting case corresponding to a = 0(e 3 ) and T~i = 0(e 2 ), the sonic line is found to have the appropriate quasisteady location at each instant.
A composite solution for </ > can be formed which reduces to Eq. (14) for x=0(\) and to Eq. (32) for x=0(e). it is convenient first to note that, as for steady flow, 8 The equivalence, up to 0(e 2 ), is shown by expansion of the resulting square root in Eq. (37). This solution is, in fact, a composite solution which contains a simple inner solution with (j) x = 0(e 3/2 ) when Jt=0(e' /2 ), and thus can include a flow with velocity at the throat which differs from the sound speed by 0(e 3/2 ). One more modification is required to obtain a solution which can describe the choked condition as well. If the solution is required to be correct Only through terms of order e 2 , it is uniquely determined only up to that order, and higher order details will depend on the method used to construct the solution. Perhaps the simplest choice gives
where, again, the upper and lower signs refer to supersonic and subsonic flow, respectively. Equation (38) is correct to order e 2 both near and away from the throat, since it may be expanded for x=0(e) to give the throat solution and for jc=0(l) to give the channel solution. Moreover, the case c 2 (0 + G(0,0>0 is also included, since then Eq. (37) (12) , and (39).
It can be seen from the results derived thus far that the velocity and pressure are everywhere described by quasisteady solutions since t enters these solutions only as a parameter. The shock-wave motion, however, is not quasisteady since u s rather than x s depends on instantaneous conditions. Equations (40b), (21), and (24) now give, with the contribution of <j> 2 
A , the right-hand side of Eq. (42a) is a known function of x s0 and ^. Equation (42a) is a nonlinear differential equation for the shock-wave position Xso(t) 9 similar to that studied in Ref. 3 . Here, however, x s0 (t) depends not only on the downstream pressure characterized byc$ +G d (t), but also on the difference G(0,t)-G(x 1) t) in the wall displacements at the throat and exit. Clearly there is an equivalence between these two functions, since the shockwave motion depends only on their sum. A given shock-wave motion might be caused by wall oscillations, by oscillations in downstream pressure, or by some combination of the two. However, for a given shock-wave motion the velocity and pressure distribution, of course, will depend on the source of the disturbances. These quantities depend on the instantaneous values of downstream pressure and wall location; a dependence on x appears for wall oscillations but not for oscillations in downstream pressure.
At values of t when G d (t)>Q 9 the exit pressure is greater than its steady-state value, and the equilibrium position of the shock wave is shifted upstream. The actual shock-wave location tends to follow the equilibrium position, but lags somewhat behind. In Eq. (42a) for the shock-wave velocity, the term proportional to G d (i) is negative when G d (t)>Q, giving a negative contribution to dx s0 /dt as expected. An equivalent effect is found at values of t when G(x ly f) < G(0,0, i.e., when a slight convergence of the walls is added to the steady-state wall shapes. If the exit pressure is unchanged, the pressure at points between the shock wave and the exit is increased, because the ratio of the local cross-sectional area to the exit area is increased. Changes in the location of the center of pressure on the wall are primarily the result of the changes in size of the regions of subsonic and supersonic flow which occur because of the shock-wave motion. If, for example, the walls undergo symmetric pitching oscillations about *=0, for constant exit pressure, because of the phase lag the maximum upstream displacement of the shock wave and the maximum size of the downstream subsonic region occur at times when the walls are moving outward for x>0, and the minima occur when the walls are moving inward. Thus the time-dependent pressure force on the walls has a component in phase with the velocity of the walls, which would tend to amplify the motion. These relationships would be simplified further if one were to assume an intermediate case such that e 2 <r~! <^e, again with a. = e 3 , corresponding to slightly faster oscillations so that the oscillating shock-wave displacement has smaller amplitude G(re 2 ). For simple harmonic wall oscillations with G = t3 0 e it x, the nonlinear differential equation (42a) /2 ) and f-/* =0(e). That is, the shock wave passes through a thin region x= 0(e' /2 ) at a nearly constant value of /, namely at t~t* , where /* is considered to be known from the behavior of the solution for x s0 (f) as x s0 -»0. Equation (12) and for x s < 0 one finds
These results describe the effects of oscillations in downstream pressure as characterized by G d (t), or in wall shape for an equivalent G(x,i). By numerical integration of Eq. (53), the calculations for cases a and c in Ref. 4, Fig. 15 , have been extended in Ref. 7 to include the entire motion of the shock wave.
Numerical Examples
Numerical solutions have been carried out for a symmetric channel with shape defined by
It can be seen that f" (x)<0 for 0<jc<10/9, f"(x)>0 for 10/9<Jt<2, and/"(jt) is continuous everywhere. Two cases were considered in Ref. 7 , both with the same shock-wave motion. In one case the walls were stationary and the downstream pressure was specified by setting (55) for />0 and G d (t) = Q for /<0. In the other case the downstream pressure was constant and a wall oscillation was prescribed by setting (56) for t > 0 and G(x, f) = 0 for t < 0. The parameters were taken as = 0.1, T~7 =0.01, 7=1.4, andx 7 =3. The value of x c does not enter the solution; one could, e.g., consider x c = 3, with G(x,t) = Q for x>3, and local corrections associated with the jump in G x at x= 3 would be of higher order. The steady-state shock-wave position is x$ = 1 .5 in both cases, and c$ is then given 8 by c$ = -2 Ay(y + IXwj?) 5 . where wjj> is found from
The shock-wave position x s0 (t) is calculated by numerical integration of Eq. In Fig. 2 , for t = ir/2, the shock wave lies very close to the location *=10/9 where the wall curvature is zero, and the inner solution [Eq. (41)] is negligible. The wall and centerline pressures are equal at the shock wave, and the streamline curvature at any other value of x has the same sign as the local wall curvature. In Fig. 3 , at f = 3ir/4, this is no longer true. Behind the shock wave the reversal of the transverse pressure gradient, associated with a normal shock wave at a curved surface, is evident since the wall pressure remains lower than the centerline pressure in a region where /"(jc)>0. The influence of the inner solution [Eq. (41)] extends over a considerable distance, as would be expected since the length scale is 0(e' /2 ) and here e l/2 ~0.3. The logarithmic singularity in dp/dx, which is contained in Eq. (41), is not evident because calculations were not carried out at points sufficiently close to the foot of the shock wave. In each figure the small velocity changes, of course, would be increased if the area change were larger. The irregularities atx=2 arise because of the discontinuity in wall curvature at x=2, and would be absent if the curvature were continuous.
Solutions for More Rapid Oscillations
If the ratio T = o> ~l a* /L = 0(e ~1), downstream disturbances no longer reach the shock wave in a time which is short in comparison with the characteristic time of the oscillation. These disturbances travel upstream at a speed \u-a\ =0(e), with varying amplitude which at each point depends on the local cross-sectional area. For the case of oscillating walls, the sonic line near the throat no longer has a quasisteady position but instead lags behind the wall motion. Since the flow is onedimensional in a first approximation for wall shapes given by Eq. (1), the steady-state gas velocity is 1 + 0(e), and the largest time-dependent term in u is 0(a/e). The equivalent downstream pressure fluctuation is 0(a/e), the shock-wave velocity is 0(a/e), and the shock-wave displacement is 0(ra/e). In this section two cases are considered briefly: a -0(e 2 ) and
Small-Amplitude Oscillations
For r~! =ke and a = e 3 , an expansion of the form of Eq. (14) for the channel flow again leads to Eqs. (18) (59) is integrated with the requirement that R(x,t)^Q as Jt-0 in such a way that the solution matches correctly with the local solution near the throat.
For x=0(e), the potential again has the form of Eq. (32), with the exception that the differential equation (33a) has an added term 2k(y+l)~" { -/"(0)) -!/2 </>J^ on the right-hand side. A particular form of solution to this equation was considered in Ref. 16 . In the present case, the solution for </> 2 * is again a polynomial in x* and y, but the term -xf in 0|^* now is replaced by an arbitrary function of time, say, 0), which satisfies the simple differential equation (60) In the expansion equation (39) for the shock-wave location, the term x s0 is now constant, and the amplitude of the shockwave displacement is 0(e). The correction term 
The first term contains the effects of the upstream and downstream changes in flow velocity which result directly from the wall motion, and is 180 deg out of phase with the velocity ij3 0 (x-x c )e it of the wall motion. The second term in dx sl /dt represents the effect of flow disturbances which arise because the back pressure is prescribed and which travel upstream at a speed u -a from the channel exit. The phase laĝ n(xj /x s0 ) is equal to the time At required for a disturbance to travel upstream from the exit x=x } to the shock wave at x=x s0 + ... at a speed u-a= -!/ze(7+l) \u }00 \x/Xj + .... permits a comparison of results for T l = G(e 2 ) and T = 0(e), both for a = e 3 . The general principle is that the solutions for T~] =0(e 2 ) evaluated as re 2^0 should agree with the solutions for r~7 = 0(e) evaluated as re^oo. The present solutions can be investigated as re -oo by taking the limit as k^Q. It can be shown in this way that the shock-wave velocity and the flow velocities do satisfy the required condition, and that the solutions for the flow velocities when r ~7 = G(e 2 ) are in fact limiting cases of the corresponding solutions found when r~7 = 0(e).
Oscillations of Larger Amplitude
When a = e 2 , the amplitude of the wall oscillations is of the same order as the wall thickness. If again r~! = ke, the time dependence in the expansion equation (14) first appears in 0 7 , so that 0 7 =<t>i(x,t). The solution for <t> 2 is similar in form to the solution (19), but the coefficient of y 2 is now !/2(-/' +G X ), and h 2 (x,f) now satisfies a more complicated differential equation which contains the first approximation to the change H-H^ in total enthalpy. It follows from Eq. where u ld and u lu are obtained from the solutions Equation (66) can be rewritten in terms of a coordinate s measured along characteristics (a convenient choice is s=t) and a coordinate r which is constant along each characteristic. In this way a pair of first-order equations is obtained for x(r,s) and w/(r,s). For the example discussed above, with parabolic walls undergoing simple harmonic pitching oscillations, these equations are linear, and the complex form G = P 0 (x-x c )e it again can be used. The general solution then is found easily, and contains two arbitrary functions of r. Upstream of the shock wave the requirement that u l must remain finite at the throat leads to the result For the flow downstream of the shock wave, the unknown functions of r which appear in x(r,s) and u } (r,s) are determined by conditions imposed at x=x l . To find the shockwave position in the form r=R(s), after the real part has been taken for x(r,s) and Uj(r,s), it is necessary to solve a nonlinear first-order ordinary differential equation for R(s). This equation is derived in Ref. 7 ; no numerical work has been carried out for this case.
Concluding Remarks
The present results extend the solutions of Ref. 3 to include effects of wall oscillations as well as oscillations in back pressure. A calculation of the flow near the channel entrance allows application of the results to inlet flows. Additional details have been obtained near the throat, and a solution has been given for the velocity of a shock wave which moves upstream through the subsonic flow ahead of the throat. Other extensions include the study of flow problems corresponding to different orders of magnitude for the frequency and amplitude of the impressed disturbances. In one case large-amplitude shock-wave motion again results, and the sonic line need not lie close to the instantaneous position of the minimum channel cross-sectional area.
